I Think I Might Be
Asexual

How Do I Know If I’m Asexual — And Is It Normal?
Asexuality is completely normal! It’s a healthy sexual orientation just like being gay or being
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later. Both are normal. If you think you might be asexual, try asking yourself these questions:
Have you ever been sexually attracted to another person?
Do you want to have sex or engage in sexual practices?
If you want to date or get married at some point, do you want sex to be a part of that
relationship?
If you’ve had sex or engaged in sexual practices before, was it something you liked? Would you
want to do it again? How were your feelings about the experience different or similar to your
friends or partners’ experiences?
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It’s okay if you don’t have answers for these questions yet, or if your feelings are still unclear.
Discovering your sexuality/sexual orientation can take time, and sometimes what you call yourself
or how you identify might change. It’s normal for sexuality to change and develop. Only you will
know how to label yourself correctly.
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In a healthy relationship, both partners:
Respect one
another.
Enjoy
activities
independent
of one
another,

Use each others’
preferred name and
pronouns. Never

Trust one
another.

Embrace
each other’s

Respect
each other’s
need for

differences.

privacy.

use the wrong
pronouns or name
to intentionally hurt
your partner.

Respect sexual
boundaries and are able
to say no to sex.

as well as
Have room to
develop and

Share sexual
histories and

Discuss things calmly, allow
for differences of opinion,

mature, and
value each other
through these

sexual health
status with
one another.

and make compromises.

changes.

together.
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Approach
sex and
discussions
about sex
with the
same mutual
respect and
trust applied
to other issues

